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Executive Summary 
 

 
The George Mason University (GMU) was commissioned by the American 

Chemistry Council (ACC) to conduct research to understand numerical 
polymer/composite material models and their computer-aided engineering (CAE) 
applications. Research documented in this report demonstrate the light-weighting 
opportunity of composites in structural components of a vehicle, and are in line with the 
‘ACC’s Plastics and Polymer Composites Technology Roadmap for Automotive 
Markets.’ 

 
Crash test results have shown that vehicles may require structural modifications for 

good performance in NHTSA’s frontal oblique test procedure. In a previous project, 
funded by NHTSA, the GMU Team determined incremental vehicle structural change 
requirements using steel materials and their associated mass to significantly reduce 
occupant compartment intrusion. A finite element (FE) model of a mid-size sedan was 
updated and validated using data from a 2015 Toyota Camry. The generated baseline 
model correlated well with oblique and co-linear crash configurations. An iterative 
process was used to develop structural countermeasures to reduce occupant 
compartment intrusion for the left and right oblique impact configuration. No unintended 
consequences, i.e. no considerable increase of vehicle pulse for oblique and co-linear 
load cases were observed. The associated added mass to reduce intrusion by at least 
60% was +17 kg using high-strength steel materials.  

 
The previously developed FE model and tools were used to determine, if similar 

results, i.e. (1) similar reduction in occupant compartment intrusion, and (2) no 
unintended consequences, such as significantly more severe vehicle pulses, can be 
achieved using composite materials for select components.  

 
A similar reduction in occupant compartment intrusion without unintended 

consequences was achieved. Instead of adding +17 kg of mass when using 
countermeasures made out of high strength steel materials, it was possible to 
lightweight the vehicle by -7 kg when using countermeasures made out of composite 
materials while achieving similar crash characteristics.  

 
As a second pillar of this project, efforts were started in cooperation with Honda and 

LSTC to develop and validate an advanced composite material model using shell 
elements. It is anticipated that the new techniques will benefit future research activities 
of the American Chemistry Council and their members. 
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1. Introduction  
 
In fiscal year 2006, Congress directed the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) to begin the 
development of a program to examine the possible safety benefits of lightweight 
Plastics- and Composite-Intensive Vehicles (PCIVs). NHTSA tasked the Volpe National 
Transportation Systems Center to conduct focused research in cooperation with 
industry partners from the American Plastics Council (APC), now the American 
Chemistry Council Plastics Division (ACC-PD). 

 
NHTSA concentrated on the safety-related research issues affecting the deployment 

of PCIVs in 2020. In 2007, the Volpe Center developed a safety roadmap for future 
PCIVs and described the approach, activities, and results of an evaluation of potential 
safety benefits of PCIVs [Brecher 2007, 2009]. Barnes et al. identified outstanding 
safety issues and research needs for PCIVs to facilitate their safety deployment by 
2020, and recommended three topics pertinent to crashworthiness of PCIVs: (1) 
material database, (2) crashworthiness test method development, and (3) crash 
modeling [Barnes 2010]. 

 
In 2001, the APC (now the ACC-PD) outlined a Vision and Technology Roadmap for 

the automotive and plastics industries [Fisher 2002]. In the technology integration 
workshop in 2005, the ACC-PD provided an expansive safety road mapping effort, 
examining PCIVs [Fisher 2007]. In 2009, the ACC-PD updated the vision and 
technology roadmap to outline the industry’s action priorities for achieving the 
technology and manufacturing innovations required to realize PCIVs [ACC-PD 2009b]. 
In addition, the ACC-PD recommended three research activities: (1) improvement of the 
understanding of composite component response in vehicle crashes, (2) development 
of a database of relevant parameters for composite materials, and (3) enhancement of 
predictive models to avoid costly overdesign [ACC-PD 2009a]. 

 
There is an increasing need to investigate opportunities for weight reduction of the 

vehicle fleet to improve fuel economy and compatibility. However, this should be 
achieved without sacrificing the current self-protection. Innovative plastics and fiber-
reinforced composite materials offer a means to lightweight vehicle structures. The main 
advantages of composites over the more conventional isotropic materials are the lower 
density, very high specific strength, and specific stiffness that can be achieved. 
 

In 2014, ACC-PD updated the Plastics and Polymer Composites Technology 
Roadmap for Automotive Markets [ACC-PD 2014] in response to the U.S. Corporate 
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards in order to develop an effective industry-wide 
strategy that will extend to 2030 and beyond. The roadmap addresses current barriers 
and key initiatives to recognize plastics and polymer composites as preferred material 
solutions that meet automotive performance and sustainability requirements.  
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As part of implementing the ACC roadmap, ACC partnered with the George Mason 

University Center for Collision and Safety Analysis (GMU/CCSA) to conduct research to 
evaluate the application of plastics and composites using Computer-Aided Engineering 
(CAE) simulations. In a previous, the GMU Team developed a lightweight vehicle by 
replacing existing steel components with plastics or composite components in a 
reverse-engineered computer model. To support realistic development, industry 
partners participated in the project by providing available plastics/composite materials 
and their application and design. The crashworthiness of the light-weighted components 
was investigated through impact simulations, both at a component level and at a full 
vehicle level. The results were documented in [Park, 2017]. 

 
A more specific research task was adopted in the current project. Using computer 

simulation, an evaluation was undertaken to determine if countermeasures using CFRP 
Modified Automotive Structures in NHTSA's new frontal oblique impact test can achieve 
similar reduction in occupant compartment intrusion as countermeasures using high-
strength steel materials. 

 
Consumer information crash tests, such as the NHTSA’s New Car Assessment 

Program’s (NCAP’s) full overlap frontal impact and the Insurance Institute for Highway 
Safety’s (IIHS’s) small and moderate overlap frontal impacts, have contributed to 
advance vehicle safety and reduce injury risk in the past. Recent studies have indicated 
that oblique crashes represent common real-world accident patterns related to belted 
occupant fatalities [Bean, 2009]. When comparing the number of injuries by body region 
for oblique and co-linear frontal impacts, it was observed that drivers in left oblique 
impacts experienced more Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS) 3+ injuries in 
almost every body region than drivers in co-linear crashes [DOT/NHTSA 2015].  

 
The Center for Collision Safety and Analysis (CCSA) at George Mason University 

(GMU) has analyzed sixteen left oblique tests conducted by NHTSA regarding intrusion 
patterns and related injury risk [Zhang, 2015]. Furthermore, 65 oblique and 265 NCAP 
full overlap tests were analyzed regarding vehicle pulse, intrusion, and injury metrics. 
While there was no clear trend linking higher intrusion to higher tibia loads, it was found 
that occupant compartment intrusion, pulse severity, and local effects could contribute to 
lower extremity injuries. It can be concluded that risk of injury can increase as the 
maximum intrusion from the occupant compartment increases.  

 
IIHS compared the performance of 25 vehicles in NHTSA’s frontal oblique condition 

and the IIHS small overlap configuration. The selected cars represented a wide range of 
vehicle sizes. With respect to lower extremity injuries, it was found that 36% (9 cars) of 
the vehicles exceeded preliminary Injury Assessment Reference Values (IARVs) in the 
oblique impact, while only 8% (2 cars) exceeded the IARVs for the small overlap 
configuration [Mueller, 2015]. Differences in vehicle pulse and occupant compartment 
intrusion were considered to be possible reasons. 
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The oblique impact test captures the deformations of a significant number of real-
world accidents that occur today, and the development of additional countermeasures 
for restraints and vehicle structure may have the potential to further improve vehicle 
safety and reduce injury risk in the future. Consequently, NHTSA is considering 
adopting a frontal oblique impact configuration into its NCAP rating protocol 
[DOT/NHTSA, 2015].  

 
The developed laboratory test procedure is conducted in combination with a more 

biofidelic dummy, the Test device for Human Occupant Restraints (THOR) 
[DOT/NHTSA, 2015]. An Oblique Moving Deformable Barrier (OMDB) was developed to 
produce target vehicle crush patterns similar to real-world cases [Saunders, 2011]. It 
has a weight of 2,500 kilograms (kg) and impacts a stationary vehicle at a speed of 90 
kilometers per hour (km/h). The vehicle is placed at a 15-degree angle and a 35-percent 
overlap occurs between the OMDB and the front end of the struck vehicle, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Frontal Oblique Test Configuration 

 
 

Crash test results have shown that vehicles may require structural modifications for 
good performance in NHTSA’s frontal oblique test procedure. In a previous project, that 
was funded by NHTSA, the GMU Team determined incremental vehicle structural 
change requirements using steel materials and their associated mass to significantly 
reduce occupant compartment intrusion.  

 
An available FE model of a mid-size sedan was updated and validated using data 

from a 2015 Toyota Camry. The generated baseline model correlated well with the New 
Car Assessment Program (NCAP) full overlap test, NHTSA’s left and right oblique 
impact tests, and with the IIHS small and moderate overlap crash configurations. An 
iterative process was used to develop countermeasures to significantly reduce occupant 
compartment intrusion for the left and right oblique impact configuration. No unintended 
consequences, i.e. no considerable increase of vehicle pulse for oblique and co-linear 
load cases were observed. The associated added mass was +17 kg using high-strength 
steel materials. 

 
The aforementioned developed FE model and tools were used to determine if similar 

results (i.e. similar reduction in occupant compartment intrusion, and no unintended 
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consequences, such as significantly more severe vehicle pulses) could be achieved 
using composite materials for select components. 
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2. Objective 
 
The objective of this research was to demonstrate necessary changes to a 

passenger vehicle's structure to significantly reduce occupant compartment intrusion by 
60 percent or greater in NHTSA's oblique frontal crash test condition. Structural 
countermeasures of both the driver's and passenger's sides of the vehicle for left- and 
right-side oblique impacts were to be developed. 

 
The studied vehicle had to meet the structural intrusion requirements for a “GOOD” 

or “ACCEPTABLE” structural rating in the IIHS small overlap, “GOOD” rating in the IIHS 
moderate overlap, and 5-Star rating in the NCAP full frontal test. 

 
In the IIHS moderate overlap configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 

64 km/h with a 40 percent overlap co-linear into a fixed deformable barrier. The vehicle 
is equipped with a 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the driver seat. The initial 
structural rating is based on comparison of intrusion measurements with rating 
guidelines for the upper and lower occupant compartment. For example, intrusions of 15 
centimeters or less at the driver’s toe-pan would be rated “GOOD”. 

 
In the IIHS small overlap configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 64 

km/h with a 25 percent overlap co-linear into a fixed rigid barrier. The vehicle is 
equipped with a 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the driver seat. The initial 
structural rating is based on comparison of intrusion measurements with rating 
guidelines for the upper and lower occupant compartment. 

In the NCAP full frontal configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 56 
km/h with full overlap co-linear into a rigid wall. The vehicle is equipped with a 50th 
percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the driver seat and with a 5th percentile female 
Hybrid III dummy in the passenger seat. The current NCAP rating is based on injury risk 
assessment rather than occupant compartment intrusion. 

 
 A finite element model for an appropriate passenger vehicle that fulfills the above 

requirements was selected and validated to match the acceleration and intrusion 
measurements in NCAP frontal full overlap, IIHS moderate and small overlap test 
procedures. The simulation results were compared to available crash test results using 
an objective rating methodology. Similarly, baseline simulations for oblique frontal test 
configurations were conducted and compared to respective test data. 

 
The simulation results were used to establish design goals to minimize occupant 

compartment intrusion in left- and right-side oblique frontal crashes. Structural 
countermeasures were developed according to the previously defined design goals. The 
associated incremental differences in vehicle mass, material, and manufacturing cost 
between the baseline model and the model with implemented countermeasures were 
determined. 
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The effects of implemented structural design changes were also evaluated with 
respect to vehicle pulse and intrusion characteristics in existing co-linear impact 
configurations. 
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3. Methods 
 

3.1. Vehicle Selection 
 
The vehicle selected for this study was the baseline selected for the NHTSA study 

using the high strength steels for improving the crash performance in the frontal oblique 
offset test. Several criteria were used to determine an appropriate vehicle on which to 
conduct this research. This included evaluation of the number of vehicle sales as a 
measure of how well it represents mid-size sedans in the United States (US), 
performance in existing consumer information tests, and availability of an adequate FE 
simulation baseline model. The vehicle also  was required to meet the structural 
intrusion requirements for a “GOOD” or “ACCEPTABLE” structural rating in the IIHS 
small overlap crash test, “GOOD” rating in the IIHS moderate overlap crash test, and a 
5-Star rating in the NCAP full frontal crash test. 

 
Satisfying the aforementioned criteria, a FE model of a 2012 Toyota Camry, which 

had been developed by the GMU Team, was used as a starting point. Toyota introduced 
structural design changes in January 2014. Test results with vehicles that were built 
after this date are called Model Year (MY) 2015 vehicles in this report. 

 
The NCAP rating is based on occupant injury criteria. The MY 2012 vehicle received 

five stars for the driver and four stars for the passenger. The MY 2015 vehicle received 
four stars for the driver and five stars for the passenger. Occupant risk depends on 
vehicle structure and restraint system performance. Occupant compartment intrusion 
was small, and the vehicle pulse was judged good for both vehicles. It can be stated 
that both MYs represent vehicles with structural intrusion characteristics that allow them 
to receive a Five-Star NCAP rating.  

 
The mid-size sedan received an overall GOOD rating in the 64 km/h IIHS moderate 

overlap impact with a GOOD sub-rating for the structure and safety cage. This applies 
to 2012-2016 models. Therefore, the MY 2012 as well as the MY 2015 vehicles meet 
the structural intrusion requirements for a GOOD rating in the IIHS moderate overlap 
impact. 

 
Beginning with 2014 models (built after December 2013) the front structure of the 

mid-size sedan was modified specifically to improve performance in the IIHS 64 km/h 
small overlap frontal crash test. The MY 2012 received a POOR rating with a POOR 
sub-rating for structure and safety cage. The MY 2015 received a GOOD overall rating 
with an ACCEPTABLE sub-rating for structure and safety cage. The MY 2015 meets the 
structural intrusion requirements for an ACCEPTABLE structural rating in the IIHS small 
overlap impact.  
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In addition, left oblique frontal impact tests were conducted by NHTSA with a MY 
2012 (test # 9124) and a MY 2015 (test # 8790) vehicle. A right oblique frontal impact 
test was conducted only for the MY 2012 (# 9121). 

 
In a previous project, a physical vehicle of the mid-size sedan was purchased and a 

detailed FE model was built using a reverse engineering process. A digitizing device 
was used to scan all relevant components including their internal structure. Accurate 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) surfaces were generated and used for FE mesh 
generation. All components were positioned using a defined reference coordinate 
system and checked for penetrations. Spot-welds, bead welds, bolts, and joints were 
used for respective part connections. Material thicknesses and mass distribution were 
assigned to the individual parts and components. Mass, measured center of gravity 
(CG) location and inertia properties of the entire vehicle were verified. Material property 
data for many structural parts was obtained by cutting specimens from the actual 
vehicle components and conducting material coupon tests. 

 
Most components were modeled using shell elements with an average element size 

of 6 millimeters (mm). The model was evaluated and validated using the nonlinear, 
explicit FE code LS-DYNA [Hallquist, 2013] with a minimum time-step of 0.7 
microseconds using 16 central processing units on a Hewlett-Packard high-performance 
computer system. Additional details regarding the modeling approach and validation 
process can be found in [Reichert, 2016]. The FE model contains relevant structural and 
interior components, such as body in white, engine, drivetrain, steering, suspension, 
seats, trims, etc., which are represented by more than 1000 parts and approximately 
2.25 million nodes and elements. 

 
Non-destructive analysis of a physical 2015 Toyota Camry and additional information 

was used to determine differences between the MY 2012 and MY 2015 mid-size 
sedans. To improve performance in the IIHS small overlap test from POOR to 
ACCEPTABLE, a spacer was added beyond the bumper reinforcement to the front side 
member, to direct crash energy through the side member into the reinforced A-pillar, 
which diffuses it through the roof rail, rocker panel, and floor pan. These changes were 
phased in as a MY 2014.5 package during December 2013 [SAE, 2016].  

 
Figure 2(a) illustrates the relevant structural differences between MY 2012 and MY 

2015. Full-scale crash tests with vehicles that included these changes are called “2015 
Toyota Camry” tests in the remainder of this report. Figure 2(b) shows (from right to left) 
a bottom view of the finite element model with an enlarged view of the added bumper 
reinforcement extension and “spacer” for the simulation model and the physical vehicle. 
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Figure 2 – Design Changes (a) Schematic, (b) “Spacer” 

 
The MY 2012 mid-size sedan FE model was updated accordingly. Full-scale test 

results showed that the design changes mainly affected performance in the IIHS small 
overlap impact, while other crash configurations, such as NCAP full overlap and NHTSA 
left oblique impact, showed similar results for the MY 2012 and MY 2015 vehicles. 
Advanced modeling techniques for the wheel connection were implemented into the FE 
model to better represent the failure mechanisms and wheel kinematics seen in the IIHS 
small overlap impact. The added bumper reinforcement extension and spacer interacts 
with the IIHS small overlap barrier and activates the frontal rail on the driver side. The 
deformation of the longitudinal rail contributes to the structural crash energy absorption. 

 
All updates were implemented to the driver and passenger side of the FE model. 

The associated added vehicle mass was equivalent to 9.7 kg and is like the difference 
in vehicle mass from NHTSA’s left oblique test of a MY 2015 vehicle (test #8790, 1450 
kg as delivered, 1734 kg as tested) and a MY 2012 vehicle (test #9124, 1443 kg as 
delivered, 1759 kg as tested). 

 
Test data from the MY 2015 vehicle was used to evaluate the updated FE model. 

Even though complete information for all the detailed design changes from MY 2012 to 
MY 2015 was not available, it was determined that the updated FE model does a good 
job of simulating the performance of the MY 2015 mid-size sedan in the respective 
crash configurations. It will be called the “2015 Toyota Camry Baseline Model (BM)” in 
the remainder of this report. 

 
All baseline simulations were conducted using this model. Developed structural 

countermeasures to significantly reduce occupant compartment intrusion were 
evaluated with respect to the BM. 
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3.2. Baseline Model Validation – Left Oblique Impact 
 
Available full-scale crash test results for NHTSA’s left and right oblique impact, 

NCAP full overlap, IIHS small overlap, and IIHS moderate overlap configurations were 
used to validate the MY 2015 BM. 

 
In addition, NHTSA’s left oblique full-scale impact tests #8790 [Calspan, 2015] and 

#9124 [Calspan, 2013] were used to evaluate the difference between a MY 2012 and a 
MY 2015 vehicle in this crash configuration. Both model years showed a similar overall 
vehicle deformation pattern. Toe-pan intrusion was recorded in both tests. Comparable 
results, with a maximum intrusion of 94 mm in the MY 2015 and 91 mm in the MY 2012 
vehicle, were observed.  

 
Similarly, no significant differences in door-sill deformation were detected. The 2015 

vehicle had a maximum value of 39 mm, while the MY 2012 vehicle had a maximum 
value of 40 mm. With respect to vehicle pulse, again, similar characteristics, with a 
maximum peak acceleration of 45g for the MY 2012 and 43g for the MY 2015 vehicle, 
were observed. Hence, NHTSA’s left oblique impact full-scale test results for the mid-
size sedan showed similar characteristics with respect to vehicle deformation, occupant 
compartment intrusion, and vehicle pulse. 

 
Overall vehicle deformation and specific occupant compartment intrusion values for 

the MY 2015 mid-size sedan in test and simulation were compared. Similar deformation 
of the frontal structure, door frame, and roof were observed. The A-pillar showed minor 
buckling in both test and simulation. It was noted that there was no significant door sill 
deformation in either test or simulation. Intrusion along the rocker pillar and minor 
bending of the A-pillar area were well captured in the simulation model. 

 
Simulations have been run until 200 ms to take spring back effects into account 

when evaluating intrusions. Accordingly, vehicle pulse comparisons are shown until 
200ms. It can be noted that pulse evaluations until 120 ms would be sufficient as well. 

 
Toe-pan intrusion was recorded for measurement points in five rows, consisting of 

four points each, in test and simulation. In addition, points at the instrument panel, brake 
pedal and steering wheel were evaluated, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 – Intrusion Measurement Points 

 
 The highest values occur in row 1, which is the most forward and upward location at 

the toe-pan. Values decreased for more rearward locations in test and simulation. A 
maximum intrusion of 94 mm was observed in the test, versus 99 mm in the simulation. 
Instrument panel intrusion was not significant in either test or simulation. Lower and 
upper occupant compartment intrusion, including toe-pan deformation from the full-scale 
crash test, was well captured in the simulation model.   

 
Figure 4 compares x-acceleration pulse for the MY 2015 vehicle in test and BM 

simulation in the left oblique impact configuration. An accelerometer on the far side rear 
sill was found to be the most reliable location to evaluate vehicle pulse time history data 
and was therefore used for the comparison. Test results are depicted using a black solid 
line and simulation results are depicted using a blue dashed line. Good overall 
correlation for the acceleration time history data can be observed. Values for maximum 
peak acceleration (amax), maximum peak acceleration that lasted 5 milliseconds (a5ms), 
maximum peak acceleration that lasted 15 milliseconds (a15ms) and change in velocity 
(∆v) correlate well. Time history data was compared using the objective rating tool 
CORA [Thunert, 2012].  A CORA rating value of 0.94 documents the good correlation 
between test and simulation.  

 

 
Figure 4 - 2015 Left Oblique Test vs Sim. - Vehicle Pulse 
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Figure 5 shows the OMDB acceleration pulse time history for the left oblique impact 

configuration. Test data is depicted as a black solid line and simulation data as a blue 
dashed line. Good correlation between test and BM simulation can be observed. The 
objective CORA rating value is 0.95.  

 

 
Figure 5 - 2015 Left Oblique Test vs Sim. - Barrier Pulse 

 
Additional information regarding validation results including the comparison of 

intrusions can be found in “Development of a 2015 Mid-Size Sedan Vehicle Model” 
[Reichert, 2017]. 
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3.3. Baseline Model Validation – Right Oblique Impact 
 
NHTSA’s right oblique impact test #9121 [Calspan, 2013] of the MY 2012 vehicle 

was used to evaluate the developed BM. 
 
No full-scale test data of the right oblique configuration of the MY 2015 vehicle was 

available. Hence, an evaluation was undertaken to determine how the vehicle 
performed in the left oblique impact. Test results for the left oblique impact configuration 
showed similar vehicle deformation, intrusion, and vehicle pulse characteristics for MY 
2012 and MY 2015 mid-size sedan, as previously outlined. Therefore, it was assumed, 
that the MY 2012 and MY 2015 vehicle also would perform similarly in the right oblique 
condition. To evaluate results of the MY 2015 FE model, the available data of the full-
scale test with the MY 2012 mid-size sedan was used to compare the right oblique 
baseline simulations. 

 
Similar deformation of the frontal structure, door frame, and roof were observed. The 

A-pillar showed minor buckling in test and simulation. The maximum door sill 
deformation values were 38 mm for the test and 35 mm for the simulation. Door sill 
deformation was considered moderate in test and simulation. Intrusion along the rocker 
pillar and minor bending of the A-Pillar area were well captured in the simulation model. 
Toe-pan intrusion was recorded for measurement points in 5 rows, consisting of 3 points 
each, in test and simulation. The highest values occur in row 1, which is the most 
forward and upward location at the toe-pan. Values decrease for more rearward 
locations in both test and simulation. A maximum intrusion of 163 mm in row 1 was 
observed in the simulation and 131 mm in the test.  

 
Figure 6 compares vehicle x-acceleration pulse in test and BM simulation for the 

right oblique impact configuration. As before, test results are depicted as a black solid 
line and simulation results are depicted as a blue dashed line. Good overall correlation 
can be observed. Values for maximum peak acceleration (amax), maximum peak 
acceleration that lasts 5 milliseconds (a5ms), maximum peak acceleration that lasts 15 
milliseconds (a15ms), and ∆v compare well. An objective CORA rating value of 0.93 
documents the good correlation between test and simulation. 
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Figure 6 - Right Oblique Test vs Sim. - Vehicle Pulse 
Figure 7 shows the OMDB barrier acceleration pulse for the right oblique impact 

configuration. Here again, test data is depicted by a black solid line and simulation data 
by a blue dashed line. Good correlation between test and BM simulation can be 
observed. The CORA rating value is 0.95.  

 

 
Figure 7 - Right Oblique Test vs Sim. - Barrier Pulse 

 
Assuming similar pulse characteristics for the MY 2015 and MY 2012 vehicle for the 

right oblique configuration, as seen for the left oblique impact, the BM represents well 
the vehicle and barrier pulse characteristics of a MY 2015 mid-size sedan in the right 
oblique impact configuration. 
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3.4. Baseline Model Validation – Co-Linear Impacts 
 
The baseline model was also validated against full-scale crash test results for 

NHTSA’s full frontal NCAP, as well as IIHS small and moderate overlap impacts. 
 
IIHS Small Overlap (SO) test CEN1349 [IIHS, 2015] of the MY 2015 mid-size sedan 

traveling at 64 km/h into a fixed rigid barrier with a 25% overlap was used to evaluate 
the developed simulation BM. Figure 8 shows the overall vehicle deformation in the 
baseline simulation and in the full-scale crash test. Similar deformation of the frontal 
structure, door frame, and roof were observed. The A-pillar showed noticeable buckling 
in both test and simulation. The failure mechanism of the wheel to control-arm 
connection and overall wheel kinematics were well captured.  

 
 

 
Figure 8 – IIHS Small Overlap – Test vs. Simulation 

 
Intrusion for the lower and upper occupant compartment according to the IIHS SO 

rating protocol is shown in Figure 9.  The test results are shown using black solid line 
and BM simulation results are shown using a blue line. Test and simulation results 
correlated well, resulting in an ACCEPTABLE structural rating for both test and BM 
simulation. It can be stated that the BM captures the overall and door sill deformation 
seen in the full-scale crash test reasonably well. Occupant compartment intrusion 
characteristics were well captured in the simulation. Additional information for IIHS small 
and moderate overlap and NCAP full overlap correlation can be found in [IIHS, 2013]. 
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Figure 9 – IIHS Small Overlap Test vs Sim. – Intrusion 

 
The updated FE model well represented the structural performance of a MY 2015 

mid-size sedan in existing crash configurations, as well as in NHTSA’s left and right 
oblique impact tests. Therefore, it was used as the reference model to develop 
structural countermeasures for significantly reducing occupant compartment intrusion 
for left and right oblique crash configurations. The developed model with respective 
structural countermeasures made out of high strength steel will be called 
“Countermeasure Model Steel” (CM Steel). The developed model with respective 
structural countermeasures made out of composite material will be called 
“Countermeasure Model Composite” (CM Composite). In addition to comparing BM and 
CM in left and right oblique impact conditions, it also was used to analyze how 
introduced countermeasures affected vehicle crash characteristics in existing co-linear 
impact configurations, i.e. IIHS SO, MO and NCAP full overlap.  
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3.5 Design Goals and Mass Analysis 
 
The results of the BM simulations and available full-scale crash tests were used to 

determine design goals to significantly reduce occupant compartment intrusion in 
NHTSA’s left and right oblique impact condition. The performance target was significant 
reduction of maximum absolute occupant compartment intrusion while maintaining 
moderate vehicle crash pulses. 

 
Significant occupant compartment intrusion was observed in the toe-pan area for the 

left and right oblique crash conditions. Therefore, the main design goal was to reduce 
maximum occupant compartment intrusion by at least 60%.  

 
Structural countermeasures can influence the vehicle acceleration pulse and 

consequently occupant injury risk and restraint system performance. A significant 
increase in vehicle pulse would be considered an unintended consequence and was 
monitored. Observed vehicle pulses in full-scale crash tests and baseline simulations 
were considered moderate.  

 
An iterative process was used to achieve the design goal set. When developing 

countermeasures, the aim was to make as few modifications to the overall vehicle 
structure and to allow a genuine mass analysis. Re-designing the front structure of the 
vehicle for the oblique impact condition, which might lead to better mass production and 
cost saving, was beyond the scope of this project. 

 
Using the baseline model (BM), which represents a 2015 Toyota Camry, as a 

reference, structural countermeasures using high-strength steel, as well as composite 
materials, were developed. Added and modified components were evaluated with 
respect to incremental change in mass. The overall associated incremental difference in 
vehicle mass between the BM and the CM was determined.  
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3.6. CFRP Composite Material Validation 
 
In a previous study [Park 2012], a braided carbon-fiber thermoset composite 

material was selected as the steel substitute in the vehicle structures. Many material 
tests and numerical simulations were conducted to identify its material characteristics 
for a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP). Their results are described in the project 
report [Park 2012]. A brief summary of these is described in this section. The developed 
and validated material card was used for select components when developing structural 
countermeasures to reduce occupant compartment intrusion in NHTSA’s oblique impact 
configuration. 

 
Tri-axial braided composites can offer an isotropic design by using axial and angled 

fiber bundles in a single plan. Braided composites also offer better damage resistance, 
torsional stability, and bending strength compared to unidirectional or weaved 
composites. Tri-axial braided composites have been used in the commercial aerospace 
and automotive industry for over 20 years. They are well suited for components that are 
of simple geometry and need to provide off-axis as well as unidirectional strength. In 
addition, various studies using braided composites have been conducted and published.  

 
The selected braided CFRP composite used for the material tests is described as 

follows. The carbon fiber was Torayca T700S C 12000, manufactured by Toray Carbon 
Fibers America, Inc. The braid architecture is 0°/±60° 2D triaxial (2D3A), as shown in 
Figure 10. The axial fiber tows contained 24K fibers. The bias tows contained 12K 
fibers. The resin was Epon 862 epoxy with an Epikure W curing agent, both 
manufactured by Momentive. 

 

                    
                           (a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 10 - 2D3A braided composite: (a) panel, (b) unit cell. 
 
Tension, compression and shear coupon tests were performed in two different 

directions (axial and transverse) and at four different loading rates. The tension test 
used two different types of specimens; a standard specimen and a bowtie specimen. A 
total of 72 coupon tests were conducted. Tube compression tests were performed with 
three different loading rates. A total of 17 tube tests were conducted. Their test 
specimens are shown in Figure 11, and their test data are summarized in Table 1 and 
Table 2. 
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                (a)                                 (b)                               (c)                                (d) 

Figure 11 - Specimens: (a) tension, (b) compression, (c) shear, (d) tube compression. 
 

 
Table 1 - Data summary for coupon tests 

 
 
Numerical simulations of the material tests and tube compression tests were 

conducted to develop the numerical material model of the CFRP composite. The MAT58 
in the material database of LS-DYNA was utilized for the braided composite. The 
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material properties of MAT58 for the braided composite can be obtained directly from 
coupon test results listed in Table 1.   

 
Table 2 - Data summary of tube compression tests  

 
 
Table 3 shows the values of the material variables of MAT58. Mostly, average values 

from the coupon tests were taken for determining the moduli, failure stresses, failure 
strains, and Poisson’s ratio. The values of the post-failure parameters of MAT58 (slimit1, 
slimit2, slimic1, slimic2, and slims) listed in Table 3 were chosen based on the Force-
Deflection curves [Park 2012]. The material properties were verified and validated by 
conducting coupon test simulations and tube compression test simulations. 
 

 
 
 

Table 3 - Material properties of MAT58 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 

4.1. Crash Mechanism Analysis 
 

The development of structural countermeasures to significantly reduce occupant 
compartment intrusion in NHTSA’s oblique impact condition requires a thorough 
understanding of crash mechanisms. The conducted baseline simulations were 
analyzed with respect to crash mechanisms that specifically contribute to the observed 
intrusion in left and right oblique impacts. 

 
Local buckling of the firewall was found to be a major factor. Highest intrusion values 

were observed for toe-pan measurement points in row 1, which represent the most 
forward and upward locations. It was found that the load transferred through the 
longitudinal rail contributed to the maximum intrusion values. It can be noted that the 
load introduced through the frontal rails is being leveraged through the difference in 
height between the frontal rail and the bottom of the mid-rails. The load introduced 
through the frontal rail contributes to the maximum intrusion values and local buckling of 
the toe-pan. 

 
Local buckling of the mid-rails also contributed to the observed occupant 

compartment intrusion. It was found that there was a significant amount of deformation 
occurring in the right mid-rail. The parking brake on the driver side is connected to the 
rocker pillar and the toe-pan area. It acts as a reinforcement of the rocker pillar area on 
the driver side. Since there is no equivalent component on the passenger side, a 
significant amount of deformation of the right rocker pillar components was observed in 
the right oblique impact configuration. Deformation of the rocker pillar components on 
the passenger side contributed to the maximum occupant compartment intrusion in the 
right oblique impact. 

 
A firewall support component around the steering column exists on the driver side. 

The absence of an equivalent firewall support component on the passenger side 
contributed to the maximum occupant compartment intrusion in the right oblique impact.  
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4.2. Development of Structural Countermeasures 
 

Three sets of countermeasures using high-strength steel materials were developed 
to meet the defined design goals in the previous project, funded by NHTSA. The 
countermeasure model (“CM-Steel”) that showed the highest amount of occupant 
compartment intrusion reduction is discussed in this report. It serves as reference for 
the countermeasure model using composite material (“CM-Composite”). Occupant 
compartment intrusion was reduced by more than 60% compared to the baseline model 
(BM). 

 
Figure 12 presents an overview of the implemented modifications for CM-Steel.  
 

 
Figure 12 – CM Steel - Structural Countermeasures 

 
The firewall, three components of the right hinge pillar, two parts of the left and right 

frontal rails, and three parts of the left and right mid-rails were modified.  
 
In order to reduce maximum toe-pan intrusion and local buckling, material thickness 

and material strength were increased for the firewall, shown in pink. Material thickness 
was also increased for three components of the right hinge pillar, shown in blue. For the 
inner hinge pillar (a) and the middle hinge pillar (b) material strength was also 
increased. The material strength for the outer hinge pillar (c) was not changed in order 
to allow the same manufacturing stamping process used for the BM. Changes to the 
right hinge pillar contributed to reduced intrusion and reduced local buckling, specifically 
in the right oblique impact. The parking brake on the driver side acts as a reinforcement 
of the hinge pillar area on the driver side. Therefore, the left hinge pillar components 
were not changed. 

 
In order to reduce the load induced into the firewall, material thickness for two parts 

of the left and right frontal rails, shown in green, were marginally reduced. This 
contributed to reduction in maximum toe-pan intrusion and local buckling.  
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An evaluation was undertaken to determine if a similar reduction of occupant 

compartment intrusion can be achieved by using composite for the firewall component. 
Three different thicknesses, i.e. 1.2 mm (2 layers), 2.4 mm (4 layers), and 3.6 mm (6 
layers) were evaluated. The associated change in vehicle mass for the CM-Composite 
vehicles compared to the BM was -15kg, -11kg, and -7kg, respectively. 
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4.3. Results - Left Oblique Impact 
 
CM-Steel simulation results were compared against the respective BM simulation in 

NHTSA’s left oblique impact configuration. The maximum toe-pan intrusion was reduced 
by more than 60%. Figure 13 shows a cross-section view of the left passenger 
compartment. The black line represents the un-deformed “pre-crash” vehicle. The red 
line represents the deformed shape of the baseline model with high occupant 
compartment intrusion. The green line shows the deformed shape of the CM-Steel 
vehicle with a significant reduction of intrusion compared to the BM. The associated 
change in mass when using countermeasures made out of steel, was +17 kg compared 
to the BM. Detailed mass and cost analysis for the CM-Steel vehicle can be found in 
Appendix A1. 

 
The dark red line represents the CM-Composite 1 vehicle, where a composite 

material made out of two layers was used for the firewall. Intrusion was as high as for 
the BM and the associated change in mass was -15 kg. The yellow line shows the CM-
Composite 2 vehicle with 4 layers of composite and an associated change in mass of -
11 kg. Intrusion was reduced compared to the BM but was still significantly higher than 
for the CM-Steel vehicle. The blue line represents the CM-Composite 3 vehicle with 6 
layers of composite. The respective thickness was 3.6 mm and the associated reduction 
in mass compared to the BM was -7kg. Similar reduction of occupant compartment 
intrusion was achieved with the CM-Composite 3 model compared to the CM-Steel 
vehicle. However, instead of adding 17 kg to the total vehicle mass when using steel 
countermeasures, a reduction of 7 kg was achieved when using composite 
countermeasures. The CM-Composite 3 vehicle will also be called “CM-Composite” in 
the remainder of this report. 

. 

 

Figure 13 – Left Oblique Intrusion- Baseline vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
 

Material failure was considered in the conducted analysis. No significant failure was 
observed in the CM-Composite 3 vehicle with a 3.6 mm firewall. Material failure was 
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observed for the CM-Composite 1 vehicle, as shown in Figure 14. The deformed shape 
of firewall in the BM, CM-Steel, and CM-Composite 1-3 vehicle in NHTSA’s left oblique 
impact can be found in Appendix A2. 

 

 
Figure 14 – Left Oblique – Local Material Failure for CM-Composite 1 

 
Figure 15 shows the vehicle pulse, measured at the rear of the vehicle and 

processed using a SAE 60 filter. An overall similar vehicle pulse was observed for the 
CM-Steel vehicle, shown in green, and the CM-Composite vehicle, shown in blue. The 
maximum peak of both vehicles was only marginally higher than measured for the BM, 
shown in red. The vehicle pulses in the BM, CM-Steel, and CM-Composite 1-3 vehicles 
in NHTSA’s left oblique impact can be found in Appendix A3. 

 

 
Figure 15 – Left Oblique Vehicle Pulse -  BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
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 No significant effect with respect to restraint system performance and occupant 

injury risk due to the introduced structural changes for CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
was therefore predicted.  
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4.4. Results - Right Oblique Impact 
 
CM-Steel simulation results were compared against the respective BM simulation in 

NHTSA’s right oblique impact configuration. The maximum toe-pan intrusion was 
reduced by more than 60% reduction. Figure 16 shows a cross-section view of the left 
passenger compartment. The black line represents the un-deformed “pre-crash” vehicle. 
The red line represents the deformed shape of the baseline model with high occupant 
compartment intrusion. The green line shows the deformed shape of the CM-Steel 
vehicle with a significant reduction of intrusion compared to the BM. The associated 
change in mass when using countermeasures made out of steel, was +17 kg compared 
to the BM. The dark red line represents the CM-Composite 1 vehicle, where 2 layers of 
composite material were used for the firewall. Intrusion was as high as for the BM and 
the associated change in mass was -15 kg. The yellow line shows the CM-Composite 2 
vehicle with 4 layers of composite and an associated change in mass of -11 kg. 
Intrusion was reduced compared to the BM but was still significantly higher than for the 
CM-Steel vehicle. The blue line represents the CM-Composite 3 vehicle with 3 layers of 
composite. The respective thickness was 3.6 mm and the associated reduction in mass 
compared to the BM was -7kg. Similar reduction of occupant compartment intrusion was 
achieved with the CM-Composite 3 model compared to the CM-Steel vehicle. However, 
instead of adding 17 kg to the total vehicle mass when using steel countermeasures, a 
reduction of 7 kg was achieved when using composite countermeasures. 

. 

 

Figure 16 – Right Oblique Intrusion- Baseline vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
 

Material failure was considered in the conducted analysis. No significant failure was 
observed in the CM-Composite 3 vehicle with a 3.6 mm firewall. Material failure was 
observed for the CM-Composite 1 vehicle, as shown in Figure 17. The deformed shape 
of firewall in the BM, CM-Steel, and CM-Composite 1-3 vehicle in NHTSA’s right oblique 
impact can be found in Appendix A4. 
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Figure 17 – Right Oblique – Local Material Failure for CM-Composite 1 
 
 
Figure 18 shows the vehicle pulse, measured at the rear of the vehicle and 

processed using a SAE 60 filter. An overall similar vehicle pulse was observed for the 
CM-Steel vehicle, shown in green, and the CM-Composite vehicle, shown in blue. The 
maximum peak of both vehicles was only marginally higher than measured for the BM, 
shown in red. The vehicle pulses in the BM, CM-Steel, and CM-Composite 1-3 vehicles 
in NHTSA’s left oblique impact can be found in Appendix A5.  

 

 
Figure 18 – Right Oblique Vehicle Pulse -  BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 

No significant effect with respect to restraint system performance and occupant 
injury risk due to the introduced structural changes for CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
was therefore predicted.  
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4.5. Results – NCAP Full Overlap 
   

In the NCAP full frontal configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 56 
km/h with full overlap co-linear into a rigid wall. In the full-scale test, the vehicle is 
equipped with a 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the driver seat and with a 5th 
percentile female Hybrid III dummy in the passenger seat. The current NCAP rating is 
based on injury risk assessment rather than occupant compartment intrusion. 

 
The effect of structural countermeasures developed for NHTSA’s oblique impact was 

evaluated for the NCAP full overlap load case. The CM-Steel vehicle with 
countermeasures using high-strength steel (+17kg) and the CM-Composite vehicle with 
6 layers (-7kg) were evaluated with respect to the baseline model.  

 
Figure 19 shows a cross-section view on the driver side. The geometrical shape of 

the vehicle “pre-crash” is shown in black. The deformed shape of the BM after the 
vehicle has impacted a rigid wall at 56 km/h is shown in red. The occupant compartment 
intrusion is smaller than for the oblique impact configurations. The vehicle with 
countermeasures out of high-strength steel (CM-Steel) is shown in green and the CM-
Composite vehicle is depicted in blue. No significant occupant compartment intrusion 
was observed for either countermeasure models. CM-Steel and CM-Composite resulted 
in a reduction of occupant compartment intrusion compared to the BM in NHTSA’s 
NCAP full overlap load case. 

 

 
Figure 19 – NCAP Full Overlap – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 

 
 
Figure 20 shows the vehicle pulse, measured at the rear of the vehicle and 

processed using a SAE 60 filter. An overall similar vehicle pulse was observed for the 
CM-Steel vehicle, shown in green, and the CM-Composite vehicle, shown in blue. The 
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maximum peak of both vehicles was similar to the BM, shown in red. While the first 
peak, caused by initial contact of the rigid barrier with the engine, was the same for the 
BM and CM-Steel, the initial peak was marginally lower for the CM-Composite vehicle. 
The second peak at about 50ms showed the opposite trend. The CM-Composite vehicle 
showed a marginally higher peak compared to the BM and CM-Steel.  

 

Figure 20 – NCAP Vehicle Pulse – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite  
 
No significant effect with respect to restraint system performance and occupant 

injury risk due to the introduced structural changes for CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
was therefore predicted. 
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4.6. Results – IIHS Moderate Overlap (40%) 
   

In the IIHS moderate overlap configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 
64 km/h with a 40 percent overlap co-linear into a fixed deformable barrier. In the full-
scale test, the vehicle is equipped with a 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the 
driver seat. The structural rating is based on comparison of intrusion measurements 
with rating guidelines for the upper and lower occupant compartment. 

 
The effect of structural countermeasures developed for NHTSA’s oblique impact was 

evaluated for the IIHS moderate overlap load case. The CM-Steel vehicle with 
countermeasures using high-strength steel (+17kg) and the CM-Composite vehicle with 
six layers (-7kg) were evaluated with respect to the baseline model.  

 
Figure 21 shows a cross-section view on the driver side. The geometrical shape of 

the vehicle “pre-crash” is shown in black. The deformed shape of the BM after the 
vehicle impact is shown in red. A significant amount of occupant compartment intrusion 
can be observed for the BM. The vehicle with countermeasures out of high-strength 
steel (CM-Steel) is shown in green and the CM-Composite vehicle is depicted in blue. 
No significant occupant compartment intrusion was observed for either countermeasure 
models. CM-Steel and CM-Composite resulted in a reduction of occupant compartment 
intrusion compared to the BM in the IIHS moderate overlap load case. 

 

 
Figure 21 – IIHS Moderate Overlap – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 

 
 
Figure 22 shows the vehicle pulse, measured at the rear of the vehicle. An overall 

similar vehicle pulse was observed for the CM-Steel vehicle, shown in green, and the 
CM-Composite vehicle, shown in blue. The maximum peak of both vehicles was similar 
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to the BM, shown in red. The maximum peak of the CM-Steel vehicle was slightly lower 
than the BM. The peak of the CM-Composite vehicle occurred marginally earlier than 
the BM. 

 

 
Figure 22 – IIHS MO Vehicle Pulse – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite  

 
No significant effect with respect to restraint system performance and occupant 

injury risk due to the introduced structural changes for CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
was therefore predicted. 
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4.7. Results – IIHS Small Overlap (25%) 
   

In the IIHS small overlap configuration, the tested vehicle travels at a speed of 64 
km/h with a 25 percent overlap co-linear into a fixed rigid barrier. In the full-scale test, 
the vehicle is equipped with a 50th percentile male Hybrid III dummy in the driver seat.  

 
The effect of structural countermeasures developed for NHTSA’s oblique impact was 

evaluated for the IIHS small overlap load case. The CM-Steel vehicle with 
countermeasures using high-strength steel (+17kg) and the CM-Composite vehicle with 
six layers (-7kg) were evaluated with respect to the baseline model.  

 
Figure 23 shows a cross-section view on the driver side in the IIHS small (25%) 

overlap configuration. The geometrical shape of the vehicle “pre-crash” is shown in 
black. The deformed shape of the BM after the vehicle impact is shown in red. A similar 
amount of occupant compartment intrusion can be observed for the BM, the vehicle with 
countermeasures out of high-strength steel (CM-Steel), shown in green, and the CM-
Composite vehicle, depicted in blue.  

 

 
Figure 23 – IIHS Small Overlap – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite 

 
 
Figure 24 shows the vehicle pulse, measured at the rear of the vehicle. An overall 

similar vehicle pulse was observed for the CM-Steel vehicle, shown in green, and the 
CM-Composite vehicle, shown in blue. The maximum peak of both vehicles was similar 
to the BM, shown in red. The maximum peak of the BM, CM-Steel vehicle, and CM-
Composite vehicle was smaller than for other co-linear impact configurations. 
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Figure 24 – IIHS SO Vehicle Pulse – BM vs. CM-Steel and CM-Composite  

 
No significant effect with respect to restraint system performance and occupant 

injury risk due to the introduced structural changes for CM-Steel and CM-Composite 
was therefore predicted. 
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4.8. Material Model Development 
   

In an ongoing effort in cooperation with Honda R&D, a shell element version of 
Material Model MAT_213 in LS-DYNA for simulation of composites is being developed 
and validated. 

 
Between 2015 and 2018, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the Arizona State University (ASU), 
the George Mason University (GMU), and the Ohio State University’s (OSU) composite 
material modeling consortium has sponsored the development of a material law 
(MAT_213) in the commercial LS-DYNA code for the simulation of composite materials 
under ballistic loads. 

 
 The MAT_213 has some features, such as (1) a deformation model involving elastic 

and plastic deformations, (2) dependency of strain-rate and temperature, (3) a damage 
model, (4) a failure model, and (5) a stochastic variation model. The model is driven by 
tabular data that is generated either using laboratory tests or via virtual testing. 
However, this material law was implemented for solid elements only.  

 
In cooperation with Honda, GMU is implementing this material law for plane stress 

conditions so that it can be used by shell elements based on thin shell theory. This will 
allow to apply the material law to the simulation of thin panels undergoing loads 
occurring in automotive crash applications.  

 
Current activities includes code development and verification, characterization of a 

material law for a composite material based on coupon testing, comparison of different 
discretization techniques when used in conjunction with MAT_213 for solids and/or 
shells, and validation of the material model based on component testing.  

 
Many coupon tests are required to develop the material parameters of the material 

model for a particular composite. The developed material model will be validated by 
component test simulations, such as head form impact test and static/dynamic crush 
tests.  

 
The material development and validation efforts within the formed consortium is of 

significant relevance for the research conducted by GMU for ACC. Honda is planning to 
share this work with plastic and composite material suppliers to allow them to develop 
material models of their composite products. That way, OEMs can directly use the 
material models provided from suppliers to be used in crash simulations for component 
designs and other analyses. 

 
It is anticipated that this new material model will allow to better simulate and predict 

the crash performance of components made out of composites in the future. Plastic and 
composite material suppliers can use methods and tools developed by the GMU Team 
in previous projects to evaluate their components in relevant crash loading conditions. 
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5. Conclusion  
 
This research project led to a further understanding of the numerical 

polymer/composite material models and their CAE applications. 
 
NHTSA found that oblique crashes represent common real-world accident patterns. 

The risk of injury in oblique impact configurations is often higher than in co-linear 
crashes.  IIHS found that the risk of lower extremity injury was higher in the oblique 
impact tests compared to small overlap co-linear impact tests. The development of 
countermeasures for both restraints and vehicle structure for oblique configurations will 
therefore potentially improve vehicle safety and reduce injury risk in the future.  
Consequently, NHTSA is considering adopting a frontal oblique impact configuration into 
its NCAP rating protocol. NHTSA has contracted GMU in a previous project to evaluate 
structural countermeasures using high-strength steel materials, including associated 
mass, to reduce occupant compartment intrusion in the oblique impact condition. 

 
 A FE model of an appropriate mid-sized passenger vehicle was developed and 

validated to match the acceleration and intrusion measurements available from full-
scale crash tests. Crash mechanisms that specifically contributed to high intrusion in the 
oblique impact condition were analyzed. Local deformation and buckling of the toe-pan, 
was found to be mainly responsible for producing high intrusions for both left-side and 
right-side oblique configurations.  

 
A 60% reduction of the maximum intrusion was defined as the main design goal. 

Another design goal was to maintain moderate vehicle pulses in all impact 
configurations as a prerequisite for good restraint system performance and low injury 
risk in current and future rating tests. A model with a possible set of countermeasures 
using high-strength steel materials (CM-Steel) was developed. The associated increase 
in vehicle mass for the CM-Steel vehicle compared to the BM was +17 kg. 

 
In the current project, countermeasures using composite material, i.e. Carbon Fiber 

Reinforced Plastic (CFRP), were developed to achieve a similar reduction in occupant 
compartment intrusion (“CM-Composite”). The associated reduction in mass for the CM-
Composite was -7 kg compared to the BM and -24kg compared to the CM-Steel vehicle. 

 
The change in vehicle pulse due to the developed countermeasures was not 

significant for oblique and co-linear impacts. Therefore, no unintended consequences  
were predicted. 

 
In a parallel effort in cooperation with Honda R&D, a shell element version of 

Material Model MAT_213 in LS-DYNA for simulation of composites is being developed 
and validated. This will allow for better simulating and predicting the crash performance 
of components made out of composites in the future. 
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7. Appendix 
 

A1 – Mass and Cost Analysis BM and CM-Steel  
 

 
 

 
 
The total change in mass for CM2 was +17.3 kg. The total change in cost for CM-Steel was 

+$39.40. 
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A2 – Left Oblique - Firewall Deformed Shape 
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A3 – Left Oblique – Vehicle Pulses 
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A4 – Right Oblique – Firewall Deformed Shape 
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A5 – Right Oblique – Vehicle Pulses 
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